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Power lnput

115 Volts AC. 500 mA 50160 Hz slngle phase
230 Volts AC. 250 mA, 50160 Hz single phase
Optional 10-32 vans DC and AC noted above
10 Volts DC or 10 volts AC square wave capable of driving up to twenty 350dhm
sensors

Operatlonal Keya

Operatlonal Annunclatom
Dlsplay
Dlsplay rate
A to D Conversion Rate
unn of Measure

Capaclty Selections
IncrementalSeledlons
Decimal locations
Displayed Resolution
Audio Output
Time and Date
Internal Resolution
Harmonizer" dlgltal flltarlng:
Standard lnput and outputs:

Available Options

Zero, Peak Reset. Send Data. Units, Select, Enter, Escape. Clear. 0-9.
Decimal Point and Five Soft Keys labeled per selected operational muiine. All keys
provide users with tactile and audio acknowledgment when they are activated.
Displayed symbols indicate motion, center of zero, unit of measure and more.
1' H x 4.3' W vacuum fluorescent dot graphic display (32 X 128 dot layout)
Selectable. 0.1 to maximum readable updates
60 times per second
Pound-force, kilogram-force, gram-force, ounce-force, and two seledable custom
units
Inch, millimeter, fl
Up to 10,000,000 selectable
Multiples and sub multiples of 1, 2. 5
88888888 pick any location relative to dbision size
Up to 1 part in 100.OM)
Audlo tone for key contact assurance or operational alanns
Battery protected real time clock is standard
1.000.000 counts analog
Fully programmable to Ignore noise and vibration
Four communications choices:
Com 1: RS232, RS-4851422
Corn 2: RS232,20 mA current loop
(One bidirectionalsignal per port)
Two set point I10 ports via optional 110 modules

- Multi scale Inputs
- DC operation at 10 to 32 VDC, 3.5 Amp

I:

Opti&lly isolated inputloutput modules (OPTO 22 110)
Remote ExDanded Control Interface for 8.. 16.24.
or 32 OPTO 22 110 Modules
.
-~lphanumeric.PC style keyboard
-Analog output
Test stand!lensiorneter
Interface

Opentlng Tempraturea
Enclosure
Dlmenslons
Weight

14 to 104' F (-10 to 40' C). 10 to 90% relative humidity
Stainless steel wash down enclosure
12 =/a"H x 10 %' W x 5 '16. D (31.43 cm x 27.31 cm x 13.34 an)
17.5 lb, 7.8 kg
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About This Manual

This manual covers the informationyou need to understand the operation of
your Dillon WIZARDe Programmable Force Indicator.
Major sections of this manual are headed by titles in a black bar like lntroduction above. Subheadings appear in the left column. Instructionsand text
appear on the right side of the page. Occasionally notes, tips, and special
instructions appear in the left column.

The WIZARD" is a unique, stand-alone force indicator that can be factory
programmed to suit very specific requirements. Many of the functions
described may be ignored or overridden by the factory software written using
WT BASIC language. Examples of factory programs include:
TC2application
DTM application
RLT application
Customer-defined special applications
See the relevant section in this manual or the supplied programmers notes
for details on operation of your WIZARD.

Built into the WlZARDB are the following standard features:
Two communication ports (one external port)
Stainless steel enclosure
Large graphicdisplay
The WlZARDO front panel is shown in Figure I.
The front panel includes the
following:

32 x 128 dot, vacuum fluorescent, dot addressable display
Five variable function soft keys
Numeric keypad
SELECT key
UNITS key
DATA SEND key
PEAK RESET key
ZERO key
CLEAR key
ESCAPE key
ENTER key
Decimal point key
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WIZARD" Front Panel
r--

Figure 1
WIZARDB Front Panel
0

.Jlain Display

The main display is a 32 x 128 dot-addressable. vacuum fluorescent display.
The ability to address each of the dots individually makes this display nearly
as versatile as a computer screen. It can display graphics, words and
numbers. This flexibility allows graphics and alphanumeric characters to be
displayed at the same time. Below are a couple of examples of over 30
displays available on the WIZARDB.

This screen shows a multiple loadcell configuration.

This screen shows the Dillon Test Machine manual controls display.
r-

Your system will be configured for your particular needs. The screen you
see will depend on what custom application you are using.

WIZARD Forca Indicator Useh Manual

The keys on the front panel of the WIZARD* are of two types, hard keys and
sofl keys. Hard keys are labeled directly and sofl key labels appear on the
display. Soft keys function differently at different times and their labels
change as needed.

Front Panel Keys

Hard Keys

Below are brief descriptions for each of the hard key functions:
Repeatedly press the SELECT key to scroll through the
available force reading displays. (Examples Force, Minimum Force, Maximum Force, A-D Counts)

-

No default print format
exists in a new WIZARD
indicator, A print format
must be created and
downloaded to the unit
before the DATA SEND
key will function. Use the
CONFIGUREmenu to
set the default print
format after creating one
in SimPoser.

Press the UNITS key to scroll through the available units of
measure. Default units are LEF. KG-F, GF. OZ-F, and N.
There are also two user-defined units of measure. DTM and
TC2applications also permit displacement units of measure.

0
UNITS

Press the DATA SEND key to send data to a printer or
computer connected via the four-pin port on the back of the
WIZARDe. Information is sent serially (Port 1: 9600, N, 8 , l
mode 0)

Press the PEAK RESET key to reset both the first peak and
the ultimate peak force of the user-selected loadcell to zero.

A user-selecfedIoadceN
is set in the users menu
under the USER-SELECT
menu,

Press the ZERO key to establish a zero reference for the
user-selected loadcell. A center-of-zero icon will be displayed. During motion an M will appear to the right of the
changing value.

Press the ESCAPE key to back out of menus or cancel a
numeric entry without accepting the value.

Press the CLEAR key to clear values from the display,

1
11

ENTER

Keys 0-9

[I

Press the ENTER key to enter a keyed in value or accept a
dis~laved
, choice.

.

The numeric keypad is for entering numbers.

WIZARD Form lndkalor User's Manual
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Soft Keys

Setup
Plug the WIZARP into an
easily accessible grounded
outlet only. Never use the unit
without an appropriate
earthgroundconnection.

The five sofl keys are below the display window. The keys themselves are
unlabeled. If a key has a function in your application, its label will appear
directly above it in the display window. Soft key functions are programmed
and labels will change as needed for your particular operation.

Connect your peripheral equipment to the WIZARD. according to the
information in the Service Manual and your equipment documentation. Here
are some examples of equipment which can be attached to your WIZARDa:
Loadcalls
Testing machines
Running line tensiometers
Printers
Chart recorders
Afler the peripherals are installed, power up the unil by plugging it into an
appropriate power source. See note at left. The unit will power up with your
application display shown.
Following are instructions for simple force measurement operations. Your
application may differ. There are four programs available for your WIZARD..
The first is a DTM (Dillon Testing Machine) application. The second is a TC2
(Tension Compression Cyclic) application. The third is an RLT (Running
Line Tensiometer) application. The fourth is a multi-loadcell application.
These specialized programs are explained in the Custom Application section
of this manual.

Force Measurement
Operation

The following instructions step you through a typical force measurement
operation:
I. Power up the indicator. If the
force display is not the one you
want to use, repeatedly press the
SELECT key until the force display
you want is shown.. .
Your indicator may be configured
with only one display mode. Selecting other display modes may not be
an option with your particular setup.

2. Zero the loadcell by pressing the
ZERO key. . .

3. Apply force to the loadcell. . .

Display should read zero force and
the center of zero symbol is displayed. The display will not zero if
value is above the zero % threshold.
An Mappears on the display during
motion, then the force is displayed.

Due to the unlimited variety of applications available for the WIZARDa, it is
not practical to describe all the possible specialized operations in this
manual. Each application program will be unique.
Specialized operations will be set up to offer you sofl key choices specific to
the application and will guide you with messages on the display.
WIZARD Force lndlcator Usefs Manual

Accessing Program
Serial #

The time may come when you are asked by a service technician for information such as the firmware version, software revision level, application ID, etc.
There is a series of key strokes which will bring this information up on the
screen. Below are the instructionsfor accessing this information.
1. Press and hold the ESCAPE key until the WlZARDB beeps.
2. Within five seconds, key in the number 111 and press ENTER.

3. Press the soft key labeled VIEW.
4. Press the sofl key labeled VERS. The informationwill appear as shown
below.

5. Press any key to see the next screen.

WIZARDa Wall Mount
Instructions

To mount the WIZARDBto the wall using option kit PN29670-0016, follow
these steps:
Use 5/16 steel bolts through the four 11/32' wide keyhole slots in the
mounting bracket.
Use bolts, lockwashers and nuts for mounting onto sheet metal. The metal
should be a minimum of 16 aauae 10.059") steel or 0.080'thick aluminum.
For bolting into threaded holes in the metal. 114" minimum thread length is
recommended.

- -~

Use 5/16" diameter lag bolts for fastening to wooden structures. There
should be a minimum of 314" engagement of threads into the wood.

-

Directly mounting into sheetrock or plaster without reinforcement is not
recommended.

WIZARD Force lndlcalor Usafs Manual
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There are four levels of WlZARDQsetup you can access through the front
panel:
Basic level

I

This level is for adjustable values used in a loaded application. The
Basic level may not be present with all applications.
User level
The second level is the User level. These are Ule most commonly
changed values and parameters that you will use in the covrse of
operating the WIZARDa.
Conflguratlon level
The third level is the Conflguratlon level. These items deal with
some of the basic functions of the WIZARDBand do not need to be
accessed very often.
Callbratlon level
The fourth level is the Callbration level. This section will need to be
accessed only when the loadcell is being calibrated, or if you change
loadcell capacity or division size.

T-

You must key in the password
within 5 seconds of accessing
the password screen or the
WlZARP returns to normal
operation.

A different password is needed to access each level. Once you access the
level you want, the display presents a series of soft key choices. By pressing the appropriate son key and following text prompts on the display, you
can set up your WIZARDBto suit your needs.
Following are the inst~ctions
you need to access the setup of the WIZARD.
1. Press and hold the ESCAPE key
until the WIZARDB beeps. . .

The display asks for a password and
looks like Figure 2.

Figure 2
Password display

I
User level

-

Below are the passwords and details for the three setup levels.

The default User password is 111.
Key in 111 and press ENTER..

WIZARD Force Indicator Usefs Manual
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the screen in Figure 3 is displayed.

Figure 3
User level soft key group
Figure 4 is a flowchart showing what soft keys or choices appear as you
press the soft keys shown in Figure 3.
The values under SELECTh
the flowchafi to the right are
not saved after a power down
and power up.

USER

Figure 4
Soft key flowchart for User level

Clock

Press the CLOCK soft key to access the time and date setting function.
1. The display shows the current
hour value. If this is not correct
key in a new value and press
ENTER or press ENTER to
accept the current value.

..

2. Repeat step 1 for minutes.
seconds, year, month, day, and
day of the week (O=Sunday.
l=Monday, etc.). . .

WIZARD Force lndlcator User's Manual

The display shows the minutes
value.

Display returns todisplay shown in
Figure 3.
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USERSELECT Level
,-

While in the this level the
display will show USERSELECT in the top left to
remindyou of where you are in
the USER level.

Press the SELECT soft key to access the USER-SELECTsofl key group:
DlSP
SCALE
TARE
UNIT
EXIT

Press this key to set the current display mode.
Press this key to select the loadcell number you want to
use.
Press this key to enter a known tare force.
Press this key to select the active units of measure.
Press this key to go back to the previous son key set.

Following is a detailed description of the four functions listed above.
DlSP (Display Mode)
The display mode you pick
may not be the one that
appears on the display. A
display mode celled out in the
WT BASIC program ovenides
the setting you make through
the front panel. If your system
has DTM, TC2 or RLT application software installed, this will
be the case.

If you press the DlSP sofl key, follow these instructions:
1. The display shows the current
display mode number. Press
ENTER to accept this value or
key in a new number fmm the list
in Appendix 1, then press
ENTER to accept it.
The display asks for the ACTIVE
VALUE. This is the active display
value.
2. Choose one of the following
active display values by keying in
0-13. then press ENTER. . .
The display returns to the USERSELECT screen.
0 =Force
1 = Net
2 = Offset
3 = Min

4 =Max
5 = Rate of Change
6 = 1st Min
7 = 1st Max

WIZARD Force lndlcator User3 Manual

8 = PCS
9 = Trans. Total
lO=PCS
11=Variable

12=Blank
13-ADC

You cannot select a loadcell
number unless it has been
activatedin the Configure
Menu or set up at the factory

If you have multiple loadcells attached to the indicator, this function chooses
which loadcell's force is displayed and which one the ZERO and TARE keys
will affect. If you press the CHANL sofl key the display will ask you to select
a channel number. The currently active loadcell number is displayed. You
can simply type a new loadcell number and press the ENTER key.
If you have one force channel and multiple calibrations, press channel to
activate an existing calibration. The following screen is displayed:

The word CELL in a soflkey label, indicates a blank calibration. Valid calibrations will be displayed by their capacity, for example:

1K LB = 1,000 lb cell calibration
250 LB = 250 lb cell calibraiton
The WIZARD can store up to five calibrations.

UNIT

If you press the UNlT skfl key the display will ask you to key in a number (O6) which represents the value you want to be active. Below are the seven
units to choose from end the corresponding number you need to key in for
this function:

O- Ib-f
1- kg-f
2- g-f
3- 02-1

4- N
5- custom 1
6- custom 2

Press the EXIT sofl key to return to the USER level soft key group.

WIZARD Form lndlcator Usefs Manual

USERSET Level

below:

r.

GRAPH

Press this key to set the parameters for bar graph and
checkweighing functions.
PEAKS Press this key to reset the MinlMax.
ACCUM Press this key to set the accumulator totals.
PCWT
Press this key to set the pieceweight for counting functions.
EXIT
Press this key to go back to the previous soft key set.
Following is a detailed description of the four functions listed above.
GRAPH

If you press the GRAPH soft key, follow these instmctions:
I. The current MIN setting is
displayed. Press ENTER to
accept this value or key in a new
value and press ENTER. . .

2. Repeat step one, accept or
change the value, for UNDER,
OVER. MAX, and BASIS values.
BASIS is same as the active
values (0-13) shown below.

0 = Force
I= Net
2 = Offset
3 = Min
PEAKS

ACCUM

The UNDER value is displayed.

These values now apply when using
the bar graph or checkweighing
display.

8 = PCS
5 = Rate of Change 9 =Trans. Total
6 = 1st Min
lO=PCS
7 = 1st Max
II=Variable

4 = Max

12=Blank
13=ADC

If you press the PEAKS son key the display asks if you want to reset the
MIN and MAX values now in memory. You are given the choice of YES or
NO. After choosing the display returns to the USER-SET level display.

If you press the ACCUM son key. follow these instructions:
I.The display shows you the
current GROSS TOTAL in the
accumulator. You can change
this by keying in a new number
end pressing ENTER or press
ENTER to move to the next
ACCUM value. . .
2. Repeat step Ifor NET TOTAL,
COUNT TOTAL, and
TRANS(action) TOTAL. . .

WIZARD Form lndlcator Usefs Manual

The display shows the NET TOTAL
value.

The display returns to the USERSET screen.

Press the VIEW sofl key to access the USER-VIEW sofl key group:

USER-VIEW Level

.

VERS

Press this key to see WIZARDe firmware revision date and
time, part number of the firmware. Configuration information
is displayed if a program has been downloaded at the
factory.
CAL
Press this key to view the sealedlunsealed condition of the
unit.
VARS
Press this key to view the internalvariables.
STORES Press this key to view the numeric and string values used
with store and recall.
EXIT
Press this key to go back to the previous sofl key set.

Following is a detailed description of the four functions listed above.
MRS

If you press the VERS sofl key you will see the firmware version number and
part number. When you press any key, if there is no active application
program, you will see only the word CONFIGURATION and no other information. If an application program is installed, the following information is
displayed:
License #of the software.
Name of license holder.
Version number of the software.
Name of the downloaded file (application program).
Time and date of the last download.
Press any key again end the USER-VIEW level is displayed.

CAL
The WIZARD is not legel-fortrade approved. Sealing will
prevent some menus from
being accessible.

VARS
VARS function is used primarily as e service diagnostic.

Press the CAL sofl key to see the current state of jumper P19. The display
will show Sealed or Unsealed.

If you press the VARS sofl key you will be able to scroll through the variables you have in your basic program. Press the FIRST soft key to see the
first one and the NEXT sofl key to scroll to the next one. Repeat this until
you are through and press the EXIT sofl key to return to the USER-VIEW
level.
If no variables are defined the screen will show NO VARIABLES DEFINED.

STORES

If you press the STORES sofl key, follow these instructions:
1. The display asks if you want to

STORES function is used
primarily as a service diagnostic.

DISPLAY NUMERICS?, and
gives you the choice of YES or
NO. If you press YES the display
will look like this:

WIZARD Force Indicator Usefs Manual
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P

There are three types of
memory:
Standard
Memory Card
Standard memory has locations 1024-8191 fornumeric
storage and 512-4095 for string
storage.
The memory card has locations 8192-73727 for numeric
storage and 4096-36863 for
string storage.

2. Press PREV (previous) to see
the previous numeric record.
Press NEXT to see the next
numeric record. Press SELECT
and the display will let you enter
a specific numeric record
number. When you press
ENTER that record number will
be displayed.
3. If you press NO in step one the
following screen is displayed.

Ifyou do not have the mamoty
installed, the location returns a
zero.
4. This screen lets you view all the
strings stored in your BASIC
program. View them the same
way you did the numeric values.
5. Press EXlT to return to the
USER-VIEW level.
Press EXIT to return to the USER level. Press EXlT one more time and you
are back to normal operation. You have now seen all the parts of the USER
level. The next section of the manual covers front panel configuration.

Configure level

You must key in the password
within 5 seconds of accessing
the passwordscreen or the
WIZARLF returns to nonnal
operation.

The default password for the Configure level is 2045.
I. Press and hold the ESCAPE key
for 3-5 seconds. You will hear a
2nd beep and the display will
change. Key in 2045 and press
ENTER.. .

the screen in Figure 5 is disphyed.

Figure 5
Configuration level display
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Figure 6 is a flowchart showing what soft keys or choices appear as you
press the soft keys shown in Figure 5.

The default print format 0
shows LB-F, NET, OFFST.
Additional prht fonnats may be
suppofled in the software
designed for your application. I f
additional formats am desired,
please contact your Dillon
distributor.
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Figure 6
Soft key flowchart for Configure level

CONFIGURE-MENU 1 Level

Press the MENU1 soft key to access the following soft key group:
CHANL

Press this key to set display update rate, zero range, print
return to zero, and accumulate return to zem.
UNITS
Use this key to enableldisable units of measure.
SETPT Use this key to show setpoints, if used.
SERIAL Use this key to set port #, baud rate, parity, databits, handshake, mode, and EOM character.
EXIT
Press this key to go back to the previous soft key set.
Following are detailed instructions for setting these parameters.

WIZARD Form Indicator Usefs Manual
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SCALE
n

Any value for display update
rate greater than 2 will be
considered as the
maximum
..
update rate or 99.

I
I

A display rate of. 1 = I update
every 10 seconds; .25 = 1
update every 4 seconds; etc. A
display rate of 2 = 2 updates
every second.

If you press the SCALE soft key. follow these instructions:
1. The display will show the current
2,99).
display rate (.I, .25, .5, I,
Accept this by pressingthe
ENTER kev or kev in a new
value and Dress the ENTER kev. . .The diSDlav shows the zero range
value. lf a ;on-valid number is keyed
in the value will default to 99.
2. Repeat step one for zero range
(0-100% allowed). . .

I

3. Repeat step one for print return
to zero (0-100% of cap.
allowed). . .

This is the percentage of capacity
that you are allowed to zero using
the ZERO hard key.

If you press the PRINT key, the
force must fall below this percentage
of loadcell capacity before another
print operation will be allowed.

4. Repeat step one for accumulate

return to zero (0-100% allowed). . . If you perform an accumulation. the
force must fall below this percentage
of loadcell capacity before another
accumulation operation will be
allowed.
UNITS

If you press the UNITS soft key, follow these instrudions:
1. The display asks if you want to

enable the LB-F unit of measure
and shows you the current state
(ON or OFF). If the condition is
as you want it, simply press the
ENTER key. If you want to
change the wndition, press the
YES or NO soft key, then the
ENTER key to move to the next
unit of measure. . .

The custom conversion factor
is the number to be multiplied
by the force (in calibration
units) to get the desired
custom unit. Example:
1slug X 32 Wsec2 = I L E F

I L&F/32 Wsec? = 1 slug

2. Repeat step Ifor kg-f, g-f,
oz-f, N, and custom units 1 and 2.
The display asks for the
conversion factor for each custom
unit. Key in a value and press
ENTER.. .
The display returns to the
CONFIGURE-MENU1display.

Custom unit = I slug

SETPT

T

Setpoint operations must be
defined bv the factow installed
s o h a r e program. .

18

The kilogram unit of measure is the
next one shown.

I

I

If you press the SETPT soft key the display asks you SHOW SETPOINTS?
What this means is. if vou sav. ves,
. . the diSDlav will show when set~ointsturn
on and off by lighting small dots in the upper ight corner. Press the YES soft
key if you want to see these dots, and press NO if you do not.

WIZARD Force Indicator Use<s Manual

1. The display prompts you for
serial port # to configure. Press
ENTER if displayed port is OK or
key in a new port number and
press ENTER. . .

2. Press ENTER to accept the
baud rate or key in a new baud
rate code number from the table
below and press ENTER.
Baud Rate Codes
4 = 9600
0 = 300
1 = 1200
5 = 19,200
6 = 38,400
2 = 2400
7 = 56,700
3 = 4600

..

Setting this parameter to SET
will simulate 2 stop bits and no
parity detection.

5. Press ENTER to accept the
handshake protocol setting or
key in a new code number for
the handshake from the table
below and press ENTER. . .

XonKoff is a software handshake requirhg no addifional
hardware.

The parity code number is displayed.

3. Press ENTER to accept the parity
or key in a new parity code number
from the table below and press
The databits settlng is displayed.
ENTER.. .
Parity Codes
O=NONE
3=SET
I=ODD
4 =CLEAR
2 = EVEN
4. Press ENTER to accept the
databits setting or key in the new
databits value (7 or 8) and press
ENTER.. .

CTS is a hardware handshake
(readyhusy) which requires
hvo extra wires in your cable.

The baud rate code number is
displayed.

The handshake protocol code
number is displayed.

The mode code number is displayed.

Handshake Protocol Codes
0 = NONE
2 = Xon l Xoff
I=CTS
3=BOTH
6. Press ENTER to accept the
mode setting or key in a new
code number from the table
below and press ENTER. . .

The EOM (end of message) value is
displayed.

Serial Mode Control Codes
0 =BASIC control 2 = Disabled
I = Keyboard
3 = Multidrop
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BASIC Control - Control of the serial port is through the BASIC program
executing in the WIZARD.
Keyboard Control of the serial port is through an attached keyboard.
Disabled
The serial port is not in use for this configuration.
Multidrop The serial port is configured in RS-485 Multidrop mode.

-

7.

Press ENTER to accept the
EOM character or key in a new
number from 0-256 and press
ENTER.. .

EOMASCII code #13 is
carriage return. Enter an EOM
code of 1for communication
with Dillon Dataplot soRwam

This wmpkttes the instructionsfor all the parameters of Menu 1.

CONFIGURE-MENU 2 Level

Press the MENU2 sofl key to access the following sofl key group:
MOTION

The display rehrrns to the
CONFIGURE-MENU1display.

Use this key to set the motion detection window sue in
divisions and the time window in seconds.
For example: If you set divisions to 3 and seconds to 1, if
the force value does not change more than 3 divisions in
one second, the loadcell or force is considered stable.

*AZT

Use this key to enable AZT. If you enable AZT you can
set the division size and sewnds. The division size you
pick defines a range above and below zero. When
loadcell force is inside this range for the number of
seconds you picked. % of the force will be zeroed. The
indicator will repeat removing %the force every X seconds. X being the number of sewnds you have picked.

-FILTER

Use this key to set up the Harmonizer filtering. A full
explanation is given below. See Appendix 2 for tips on
using Harmonizer.
The A-D force conversion happens 60 times per second
in the WIZARW. AVG is the number of conversions you
want to average. For example, if you pick 30, the unit will
average the force values from the last 30 conversions or
%second and uses that value for displayed data.
The next choice you have is for turning the Harmonizer
filtering on or off. If you turn the Harmonizer filtering on
you need to set the Harmonizer Constant. Typical values
are between 1-8. Set the number low for small vibration
problems and higher for more dampening effect.
The purpose of the Harmonizer Threshold is so the
indicator will respond quickly to large force changes.
Harmonizer Threshold is the amount of force change, in
calibration units, beyond which the Harmonizer will be
temporarily disabled. For example. if you set this to 10
Ibs, a force change over 10 pounds occurring during the
sample time (% sec. in our example) will disable the
Harmonizer until the force change during the sample time
drops below 10 lbs.
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TMOUT

Use this key to set Accumulate Timeout. Print Timeout,
Zero Timeout, and Offset Timeout. This is the amount of
time the WIZARDQwill wait for motion to cease and
perform the function after the key is pressed.
For example, if Zero Timeout is set to 3 seconds, when
the ZERO key is pressed the unit will zero the loadcell if
there is no motion. If there is motion and motion ceases
within 3 seconds the unit will zero the loadcell. If motion
doesn't wase the key press is ignored.

EXIT

Press this key to go back to the previous sofl key set.

Following are detailed instructionsfor setting these parameters.

MOT'N (motion)

If you press the MOT'N sofl key, follow these instructions:
1. The current value for the motion
window size, in divisions, is
shown. Press ENTER to accept
this value or key in a new value
and press ENTER. . .

The current time window in seconds
is displayed.

2. Press ENTER to accept this time
period or key in a new value and
The display returns to the
press ENTER. . .
CONFIGURE-MENU2display.

AZT (auto zero tracking)

If you press the AZT sofl key, follow these instructions:
1. The current value for the AZT
window size, in divisions, is
shown. Press ENTER to accept
this value or key in a new value
and press ENTER. .

.

2.

FILTER

The current time window in seconds
for AZT is displayed.

Press ENTER to accept this time
period or key in a new value and
The display returns to the
press ENTER. . .
CONFIGURE-MENU2display.

If you press the FILTER soft key, follow these instructions:
1. The display shows the current
value for the number of samples
to average. Press ENTER to
accept this value or key in a new
value and press ENTER. . .
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The display shows the state of the
Harmonizer filtering( ON or OFF).
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2. Press YES to enable Harmonizer
or NO to disable the Harmonizer
parameter, then press ENTER. . . The current Harmonizer Constant
value is displayed.

3. Press ENTER to accept this
value or key in a new value and
press ENTER.. .

4. Press ENTER to accept this
value or key in a new value and
press ENTER. . .

TMOUT (timeout)

I

The current Harmonizer Threshold
value is displayed. This value is in
calibration units.

The display returns to the
CONFIGURE-MENU2 display.

If you press the TMOUT sofl key, follow these instructions:
1. The current value for Accumulate

I

Timeout is displayed. Press
ENTER to accept this value or
key in a new value and press
ENTER.
2. Repeat step 1 for Print Timeout.
Zero Timeout, and Tare Tirneout.

. . The display returns to the
CONFIGURE-MENU2 display.

I

CONFIGUREMENU 3 Level

Press the EXIT sofl key to return to the CONFIGURE display.

Press the MENU3 sofl key to access the following sofl key g m p :
KEYS
VALS

Press this key to enable or disable front panel keys.
Press this key to enable or disable the display values
(gross, net, rnin.. max., etc..)
DMODE Press this key to pick a power-up display mode from the
over 35 available. See Appendix 1: Display Samples.
EXIT
Press this key to go back to the previous sofl key set.

Following are detailed instructions for setting these parameters.

KEYS

If you press the KEYS sofl key, follow these instructions:
I.The current setting (enabled ON
or OFF) for the SELECT hard
key is displayed. Press YES to
enable the key or NO to disable
the key, then press ENTER . .
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The current setting for the UNITS
hard key is displayed.

2. Repeat step 1 for UNITS.
PRINT, PK RST, and ZERO. . .

VALS

The display returns to the
CONFIGURE-MENU3display.

If you press the VALS sofl key, follow these instructions.
1. The current setting (enabled ON
or OFF) for the FORCE display
value is displayed. Press YES to
enable the active value or NO to
disable this active display value.
then press ENTER..

The current setting for the NET
active value is displayed.

2. Repeat step 1 for all the display
values (NET, OFFST, MIN.,
MAX.. ROC. 1ST MIN. 1ST MAX.
The display returns to the
VALUE. and ADC. . .
CONFIGURE-MENU3display.

DMODE

If you press the DMODE sofl key, press ENTER to accept the display mode
number shown or key in a new number (see Appendix 1 ) and press ENTER.
The display returns to the CONFIGURE-MENU3 display. Press the EXIT key
to return to the CONFIGURE display.

CONFIGURE-MENU 4
Level

Press the MENU4 sofl key to access the CONFIGURE-MENU 4 sofl key
set:
FMTPT

Press this key and enter the serial port # you want each of
16 print formats to be printed through.

ANOUT

Press this key to select the Minimum, Maximum and Basis
parameters used with the optional Analog Output card.
Mlnlmum Value
The Minimum Value is the lowest value that will be represented by the Analog Output.
Maximum Value
The Maximum Value is the highest value that will be represented by the Analog Output.
Selection Basis
Selection basis is the active display value upon which the
output of the analog output will be based.
Span Adjust
Allows you to adjust the highest value of the analog output.
Offset Adjust
Allows you to adlust the lowest value of the analog output.
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ROC

ROC stands for Rate of Change. Press this key lo set up
your WIZARDQIndicator to calculate Rate of Change for
flow rate, or forceltime, applications.
ROC Samples
The number of samples over which the rate of change of
force is determined. The WlZARDO converts force from A to
D at 60 times per second. If ROC Samples is set to 60. the
WIZARDQis determining the rate of force change wer one
full second.
ROC Mult
The ROC Multiplier allows you to enter a conversion factor
to translate force to some other unit of measure. such as
Joules or some other form unit based upon the calibration
unit of measure.

ROC Example:
If pounds is your calibration unit, pick a sample value of 60 and a multiplier
of 1. The display will show the rate of change in poundslsecond. See
formula to the left.

MISC

Press this key to set excitation, default print format, date
order. beeper volume, lower case enable (for pre-formatted
text only), and decimal (.)display cycle enable.

EXIT

Press this key to go back to the previous soft key set.

Following are detailed instructionsfor setting these parameters.

FMTPT
(Prlnt Format)

I

If you press the FMTPT soft key, follow these instructions:
1. The current serial port number
assigned to Format 1 is
displayed. Press ENTER to
accept this serial port or key in a
new serial port number and
press ENTER. . .

The default print format 0
shows LB-F, NET, OFFST.
Additionalprint formats may be
supported in the somare
designed for your application. If
additionalformats are desired,
please contact your Dillon
distributor.

I

2. Repeat step 1 for up to 16 print
formats and press the ENTER
key.
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The serial port assignment for
Format 2 is displayed.

The display returns to the
CONFIGURE-MENU4 display.

ANOUT (analog output)
This function requires an
optional analog card.

Example:
4mA-2OmA output
Minimum value = 0 lbs gross
force = 4mA output.
Max value = 7000 lbs gmss
force = 20mA output.

If you press the ANOUT soft key, follow these instructions:
1. The display shows the current
value used to represent the MIN
(minimum) output from the
analog output card . Press
ENTER to accept the current
value or key in a new value and
press ENTER. . .
2.

Press ENTER to accept the
current MAX value or key in a
new value and press ENTER.. .

Basis is set to 0, which is gross
force.
Adjustments to the actual
output of the analog output
pcboard are only allowed
through the front panel of
controls of the WIZARP and
are dependent on the actual
force on the loadcell. Therefore, in the example above, a
1000 lb forca must be placed
on the loadcell to allow adjustment of maximum value.
Offset Adjust and Span Adjust
may have values between
+5000 counts.

3. Press ENTER to accept the
current basis or key in a new
value from the table below and
press ENTER. . .
0 = Force
1 =Net
2=Offset
3 = Min

The display shows the current
selection upon which the output is
based.

The display shows the highest
adjustment value.

8 = PCS
5 = Rate of Change 9 = Trans. Total
6=lstMin
1O=PCS
7 = 1stMax
1l=Variable

4 = Max

4. Press ENTER to accept the
current highest adjustment value
or kev in a new value (-5000 to
+SO~O)
and press ENTER.. .
5. Press ENTER to accept the
lowest current offset adjustment
value or key in a new value
(-5000 to +5000) and press
ENTER.. .

ROC

The display shows the current MAX
value.

12=Blank
13=ADC

The display shows the current
lowest offset adjustment value.

The display returns to the
CONFIGURE-MENU4display.

If you press the ROC soft key, follow these instructions:
1. The display shows the current
value for SAMPLES. Press
ENTER to accept the current
value or key in a new one and
press ENTER. . .

The current muliiplier value is
displayed.

2. Press ENTER to accept the
current value or key in a new one
and press ENTER. . .
The display returns to the
CONFIGURE-MENU4display,
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1.-

follow these instructions.

he display shows currer;t'setting

for the AC excitation. Press
ENTER to accept the current
setting or key in a new setting fmm
the table below and ~ r e s ENTER..
s
AC Excltatlon

The default print format 0
shows LB-F. NET, OFFST.
Additionalprint formats may be
supported in the software
designed for your application. If
additionalformats are desired,
please contact your Dillon
distributor.

.
The dis!Jlav shows the
default print format..

2. Press ENTER to accept the current
print format as the default for the
PRINT key or key in a new format
(0-16) and press ENTER. . .
The display shows the date preferenca format.
3. Press ENTER to accept the date
format or key in a new one from
table below and press ENTER. . . The display shows the beeper
volume setting.

Date Preference Format
0 = MMDDW 1 = DDMMW
4. Press ENTER to accept the current
volume level or key in a new level
(see table below) and press
ENTER.. .
The display shows the current type
style selection for screen text.
Beeper Volume
0 = OFF
2 = Medium
1 = Low
3 = High
5. Press ENTER to accept the current
type style selection or key in a new
style from the table below and
press ENTER. . .
The decimal display cycle is shown.
Type Style
0 = no lowercase
1 = lowercase

.-

If the decimal display is ON
you can scroll through aN the
display modes (see Appendix
1) by pressing the decimal (.)
hard key on the indicator. Only
the texf supplied by your
BASIC application program will
be displayed.

6. Press ENTER to accept the current
decimal display cycle setting or key in
a new value from the table below and
press ENTER. . .
The display returns to the
CONFIGURE-MENU4display.
Decimal Display Mode
1 =ON
0 = OFF
Press EXIT Mica to return to normal operation. If you changed the wnfiguration you will be asked if you want to save changes. Press YES if you do.
NO. if not.
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Calibrate level
You must key h the password
within 5 seconds of accessing
the passwordscreen or the
WlZARP returns to normal
operation.

The default password for the Calibrate level is 30456.
1. Press and hold the ESCAPE key
for 3-5 seconds. You will hear a
2nd beep and the display will
change. Key in 30456 and press

ENTER.. .

If the WIZARD is configured with at
least one deflection channel, a
screen similar to the one below will
be displayed:

If the WIZARD is configured for all
loadcell inputs, a screen like the one
below will be displayed:

If Channel #Iis selected in either
case, the following screen will be
shown:

Press YES to remwe the selected
calibration. Press NO to adjust or
create a calibration. If you press NO
you will see the screen in Figure 7.

Figure 7
Calibrate level display
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Figure 8 is a flowchart showing what sofl keys or choices appear as you
press the soft keys shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 8
Soft key flowchart for Calibrate level
Press the CAPAC soft key to set the capacity and division size of the
loadcell.
Press the ZERO soft key to set the zero reference (calibrate at no load).
Press the SPAN soft key to set the span (calibrate with load).
Press the MORE sofl key to access the following sofl key group:
.VALS

Press this key to see the calibration constants. These
numbers are for future development.
CLRPRG Press this key to clear the BASIC program and the configuration of your WIZARD. DO THIS ONLY WHEN ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
VIEW
Press this key to view the firmware version.
CHANLS Press this key to select the number of active loadcens. For
WIZARDS with deflection capabilities, add the number of
force and deflection channels to get the total number of
channels. Scale #2 is typically used for deflection.
EXIT
Press this key to go back to the previous soft key group.
Following are detailed instructions for setting or viewing the above parameters.
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CAPAC (capaclty)

Press the CAPAC soft key and follow these instructions:

1. The display shows the current
value for the capacity. Press
ENTER to accept this value or
key in a new capacity and press
ENTER.

..

2. Press ENTER to accept the
division size or key in a new one
and press ENTER.

..

The current division size is displayed.

The display returns to the CALIBRATE menu.

ZERO

Press the ZERO sofl key. The display asks you to remove all load from the
loadcell. Do this and press ENTER. Afler the indicator has calibrated the
zero point, the display says DONE and asks you to press any key. Above
the text you will see the force displayed. It should read zero in the increments you've chosen. If not you should perform this step again. The display
then returns to the CALIBRATE menu.

SPAN

Press the SPAN sofl key, follow these instructions:

Multipoint Callbration
Procedure

1. The display will ask if you want
to clear the previous calibration.
Press YES if you want to clear
the previous calibration. Press
NO to edit the existing
calibration.

Recordyour rnuttipoint calibration information in table at the
end of this section or Appendix
4. There are hvo copies of the
form for recording the information.

2. With no load on the unit, press
SET, then key in 0 for Actual,
then press ENTER.

Recordingcalibration infometion will allow you to restore the
calibration without physically
rewlibrating in the event of
loss or ovenvriting.

4. Press NEXT.

3. Apply load for the second
calibration point.

5. Press SET.
6. Key in amount of load then press
ENTER.

7. Apply load for next point.
8. Repeat steps 4-7 for up to ten
points.

9. Press PREV to move back one
point.
10. Press DONE. then YES when
complete.
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The display will show the unit ready
The first point
for spanning Point I.
is always the zero or no load point.

-

OptionaCWhen you know
force end counts you can use
KEYlN to menually enter these
values.

Single Channel, Multiple
Loadcell Calibration
Procedure

11. Select YES to perform a linear fit
of the points.

12. Press any key when the display
says the fit is complete. If the
display reads Fit Error, you have
to repeat the calibration
procedure and select YES when
asked to clear the previous
calibration data.

Calibrations for multiple loadcells can be performed and saved in the
WIZARD indicator. This allows you to quickly connect a loadcell and recall
its calibration parameters and begin testing quickly.

I

For each loadcell you calibrate, you need to repeat the steps starling under
the Calibmte Levelsection.
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There are several standard test applications available for the WIZARDB
These are:
Multiple loadcell WIZARDQ(PN 47992-01001-0126) 115Vl230V
Single loadcell WIZARDB (PN 47992-00921-0118) l15V1230V
Dillon Test Machlne WWRDB (PN 47992-0134) 115V
Tenslon Compression Cyclic W W R W (PN47992-0142) 115V
Runnlng Llne Tensiometer W W R W (PN47992-0159) 115V
These applications are described on the following pages.

Multiple Loadcell
Channel WIZARDS
This configuration is usually
loaded with a custom software
application. See the custom
software addendum for any
additional operating details.

The multiple loadcell application makes the WIZARDe a simple force
indicator capable of displaying four loadcell inputs simultaneously. The
indicator stores five loadcell calibration curves. Each curve may contain up
to ten calibration points.
Operation of the WIZARDQwith this application does not include wfoffs or
setpoints.

All the hard keys work as described under Hard Keys. Summing of tension
and compression cells can be accommodated but require a nonstandard
BASIC application.

A
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Single Loadcell
Channel WIZARDS
No application serial number is
available for WIZARDS operating in the single loadcellmode.

(For DTM 8 TC2WIZARDS
Only)

The single loadcell WIZARD. is a simple force indicator. The indicator can
store as many as five loadcall calibration curves. Each curve may contain up
to ten calibration points.
Operation of the WIZARD. in this manner does not include cutoffs or
setpoints.
All the hard keys work as described under Hard Keys. Soft keys are not
implemented.

The following menu lets you set maximum allowable up and down forces.
maximum loading rate by percentage, deflection span, deflection capacity
and division, and calibrate speed. Following are the steps you need to
perform these functions:

I. Press and hold the ESCAPE key
until prompted for a password.
Key in 555 and press ENTER.

The menu shown below will be
displayed. (See note at left)

I

S e t ~ . p a n ?

Ssl max fww up (% rap.)
and
max ronS d m (X cap.)
and
badinn rate wrcmbge

selm

m?.
fedOl

--

and divislon

I

I

I

I

I

I

I p i q ~ I p i i q p i i g -"~~
This is the same ss Calecllng a calibmUcm cxlrvs hum
the USERSELECT &nmi menu.

To load the calibration for a
loadcell, access the 555
passwordpmtectedmenu,
press the LOAD soflkey, then
the call you want to recall. The
settings forthat cell will be
activated. Soflkeys with CELL
in the label are not valid.

Sbnd runa
a-liy
durina self
calibration

2. To load an existing calibration.
see note at left.

3. If you need to set the maximum
up and down force, press the
FORCE softkey.

4. Key in a value for maximum
force up and press ENTER.
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You are prompted to enter a maximum up form as a percent of
capacity. Be aware that up is a
negative number for the DTM and
positive for a TC2.

You are prompted to enter a maximum down force as a percent of
capacity. Be aware that down is a
positive number for the DTM and
negative for a TC2.
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5. Key in a value for maximum
force down and press ENTER.

6. Key in the maximum loading rate
The default is 75% which is the
change in force divided by the
change in deflection. This allows the
WIZARD to stop the test stand in the
event of large changes in force over
short distances. This is a safety
function to prevent damage to
loadcells.

percent.

Attention
Remember that DTMs only
load in tension in a downward
direction. Set the MAX. UP
force to a small percent of
capacity (appmx. -5%) to a w l d
damaging the loadcellor
testing machine.

A
Warning

-

The overloadprotection
threshold can be exceeded due
to Wzard response delays and
stand momentum effects. This
is exaggerated on rigid
samples or when the the
cmsshead makes contact with
the machine. Reduce the
maximum loading rate percentage (see step 6 at right) and
run at slower speeds to reduce
the potentialfor damage and
injury! Above all, pay close
atfention when the cmsshead
is moving!

A
Warning

The overloadprotection sentry
is not active when the Wzard
is in an entry screen. Insure
the machine is stopped before
entering any entry screens!

Display returns to the softkeys
shown on previous page.
7. Press DEFL to set the deflection
span and to calibrate the speed
of the crosshead.

8. Press YES to set the span or
NO to jump to the next step
(speed calibration). If you press
YES, you are prompted to set a
new pulsesfinch factor. See the
formula below for figuring
this factor. If you key in the digit
0 and press ENTER, the default
value for your machine is set.
For a DTM the default is
15053.000108. For a TC2 it is
2541.374917885.

New Pulsellnch Factor

You are asked if you want to set the
deflection span.

Whenever you set a new pulsesfinch
factor, the indicator will restart.

Factor X Displayed DeRection
= Present PulsennchActual
DeRection
If you change the factor, the indicator will restart and you will have to
re-access this menu to continue. If
you do not change the pulselinch
factor, the display will ask if you
want to calibrate the speed of the
crosshead.

After accepting the span factor
for delection, key in the capacity
and division size.
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Before calibreting speed, the
crossheadshould be
positionedat the bottom of the
stand For TC2s and in the
middle For DTMs.

9. Press NO to return to the
previous display without
calibrating the speed of the test
stand. Press YES to
perform the speed calibration. . .

When you press YES the machine
will move up and down for a period
of time and recalculate the rate of
travel. It is very important that the
correct pulseslinch factor is
active to get the proper speed
calculation.

10. Press EXIT to return to regular
operation mode.
This concludes the setup section of the manual for DTMs and TC2s.
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The keys on the front panel of the WIZARDeare of two types. hard keys and
sofl keys. Herd keys are labeled directly and sofl key labels appear on the
display. Sofl keys function differently at different times and their labels
changeasneeded.
Below are brief descriptions for each of the hard key functions:
Press the UNITS key to select the available units of measure as shown in
the screen below.

Press the appropriate soflkey to select the FORCE or DEFL channel. The
following is displayed for FORCE:

Press the appropriate soflkey for the desired units. By selecting the DEFL
softkey, a similar screen for deflection will be shown.

Press the PEAK RESET key to display the following:

Select the appropriate softkey to reset the peaks of that channel.

Press the ZERO key to display the following:

Select the appropriate soflkey of the channel to zero.
Press the PARK softkey to set the current deflection as the home position.
The crosshead will move to this position afler Return to Parkoperations.
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The WlZARDB with the Dillon Test Machine (DTM) application can do the
following:

Dillon Test Machine
Application

sample breaking
cyclic testing
peel testing
spring testing (compression cage is required for compression testing)
front panel control of DTM operation
Overload reporting
automatic return to test start point
user-configured automatic safety shutoff to protect loadcell
summary graphing of a test
summary printing of graph test points
positional reporting of the crosshead

.
Caution
Be sure the DTM is in a noload condition when you power
up the WIZARD.
I f all dashes appear in the
second line, the deflection
channel needs to be zemd.
Hold ESC for three seconds,
then key in 555 and press
ENTER. Select the DEFL
sotkey, answer YES to set
deflection span, then press
ENTER to accept the span,
capacity, and divisions.

The machine may not run
when dashes are

ACTIVE LOADCELL Softkey

SETUP Softkey

I

When you power up the WIZARDawith the DTM application be sure the
DTM is in a no-load condition. After power up the following is displayed:

I

This display shows a LB-F readout, the deflection in inches, the application
title (DILLON DTM WIZARD) and five softkey labels.
The five softkeys give you access to the different testing modes, load
calibration menus, specify setup parameters, control the DTM, and create
reports. Find the function you wish to perform in the following sections and
follow the instructions.

The softkey labeled with the loadcell capacity (500 LB in the above screen)
shows the active loadcell calibration loaded in memory. Insure this agrees
with the loadcell installed. Press this softkey to show the loadcells available
in memory. Any loadcell can be easily selected and automatically loaded by
pushing the appropriate soflkey.

One of the first things you need to do is set some operating parameters
under the SETUP softkey.

1. Press SETUP.

The fdlowing is displayed:

See Configure Level Settings
section for configuration with
DataPlot sotware.
This screen prompts you to set the
crosshead testing speed. Acceptable range is shown in the parenthe
ses. Speeds are given in current unit
of deflectionlmin. To calibrate the
deflection speed, use the 555 setup
menu and the DEFL soflkey.
WIZARD Force lndlcetor Usefls Manual
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2. Key in the speed you want and

press ENTER.

The display, shown below, asks you
to set a crosshead return speed.

This is the speed at which the
crosshead will return to its original
position. It uses the same units as
the test speed. Acceptable speed
range is listed in the parentheses.
3. Key in the speed and press
ENTER.

The display, shown below, prompts
you to enter a sample rate between
0 and 60 Hz.

Default value is 5. This is the
capture frequency for test data for
Break. Spring and Peel testing.
4.

Press ENTER to accept current
value or press NO, key in a
new value and press ENTER.

The display, shown below, shows
the current capture time limit.

This is the maximum test time based
on memory constraints and the
sample rate you've just chosen.
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5. You need to confirm that this is
OK by pressing YES to proceed
or NO to return to the frequency
prompt.

6. Select YES to enable the
automatic transmission of test
statistics via the RS-232 port on
the back of the indicator. Select
NO to disable this function.

The crossheadpositionof the
DTM while in the setup menu
will be establishedas the
home posltion. This is the
location that the crosshead will
return to afler test completions.
The home position may also be
assigned during a zerodisplacement function.

7. Set the return time limit in
seconds. Press ENTER to
accept the value. The
recommended value is 3.

Repeat step 4 until you get a time
you can accept. The following is
displayed:

The following is displayed:

If the time needed to return to the
home position is greater than this
value, the crosshead will return at
the user's selected return speed. If
the time is less than this value, the
indicator overrides the user's return
speed to avoid overshooting the
home position.
The display returns to the main
menu.
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MOVE Softkey
n

I
I

The MOVE softkey accesses manual controls for your DTM,

1. Press the M O M softkey.

The following is displayed:

Press UP to move the crosshead up.
Press DOWN to move the crosshead down.
Press STOP to stop the crosshead.
Press SPEED to change the speed at which the crosshead moves.
Enter the number as motor speed and press ENTER. The number you
set here will override the value you set under the SETUP softkey. If you
power down and back up, the setup value will be active again.
Press BACK to return to the previous screen.

RPRTS Softkey

The RPRTS (reports) soflkey allows you to view underload (compression
overload) and overload (tension overload) reports.
I Press the RPRTS soflkey.

2. Press NEG(-) softkey to see a
report of underload conditions.

3. Press ESCAPE, ENTER or any
numeric key to return to the
previous display.

4. Press the POS(+) softkey to see
a similar report for overload
conditions.
5. Press ESCAPE, ENTER or any
numeric key to return to the
previous display.
6. Press ESCAPE, ENTER or any
numeric key to return to the
previous display.
7. Press the BACK softkey to
return to normal display mode.
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The following is displayed:

The report indudes the date and
time of the underload as well as the
actual force of the underload and the
value of the Maximum Force Up
parameter.

This key displays the capacity of the active loadcell. Press it to change the
active capacity calibration.

Calibration Load Softkey
A

WIZARDSwith one force channel and multiple calibrations will display the
screen shown below. Press the appropriate soflkey to activate an existing
calibration.

The word CELL in a soflkey label, indicates a blank calibration. Valid calibrations will be displayed by their capacity, for example:
i K LB = 1,000 lb cell calibration
250 LB = 250 lb cell calibraiton

I

The WIZARD can store up to five calibrations.

WIZARD Force lndlcator User3 Manual
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the TEST softkey to access available test scenarios.

TEST Softkey

I.Press the TEST softkey. The following is displayed:

A

BREAK Test

2. Press the BREAK softkey to setup and parform a break test. The
following is displayed:

BREAK test summary: The
stand will travel at defined
speed until a defined drop in
force occurs, which indicates
specimen fracture. The stand
will stop and wait for the
operator OK to return crosshead to start position
Test data is available for
viewing and RS-232 output.

3. Press SETUP to select values for the following:
% drop in force (% of capacity) which will define a break in the sample.
1st Peak % Drop (% of capacity) This is always less than % Dmp.
Return parameters (Limit switch or Deflection)
Speed of test
The display returns to the one shown above after the last item is set.
4. Press START if you want to run the test and BACK if you want to return
to the test selection menu.

The option for retum based on
deflection will take the system
back to the usets definedzero
position.

When your part is loaded and you are ready to begin the test, press the
START softkey. When the percentage drop you set occurs, the DTM
will stop. The display will then ask if you want to retum the system to the
parked position. Choose YES when you want to return the crosshead to
the starting point or choose NO leave the crosshead where it is. Broken
specimen should be removed prior to pressing YES.

iT

5. The following is displayed:
When you choose to view the
statistics orthe chert, the
informationis aufomatically
sent through the serialport to a
connectedperipheraldevice
(printer, computer), ifprint is
enabled.
All information in the chart is
sent to the RS-232 port 1if
stats are viewed. This can
be captured using a terminal program such as
Hyperterminalin Windows
,--.95, saved as a file and
pulled into a spread sheet to
manipulatethe numbers
and graph data.
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6. Press STATS to see these statistics:

I

.breaking
1st maximum at x displacement
point at x displacement

1This information is sent to ~ o r t
1 when viewed, for data
logging purposes.

Press ESCAPE, ENTER or any numeric key to advance to the next
display.

7. Press DATA to send data through Port I.
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8. Press GRAPH to see a graph of the test data on the display. There are
two new softkeys in this display--NEXT and EXIT. A b v e these keys will
appear a line charting the increasing force experienced by the loadcell
during the test. The width of the screen represents 128 data points. The
system can show up to 3000 data points. To see the next screen press
NEXT. The three numbers at the bottom of the screen represent the
following:
Lefl number

-

If your data canY be contained on one screen you can
move to the next by using the NEXT key and this
numberwill tell you which screen your are looking at in
the sequence.

Middle number
Right number

-

-

This number represents the right most data point
number currently displayed on the screen.
This is how many data points are listed in this test.

Press M I T to return to the test selection menu.

This ends the break test section.

CYCLE Test
CYCLE test summary: The
stand will travel between two
defined force or displacement
points until the cycle limit is
reached or physically stopped
by the operator.

During the cycle tests the RS232 port will transmit test data
and cycle counts for data
loggingpurposes.

Access the cycle test with the CYCLE softkey. The cycle test can be used to
repeatedly stress a test object until you stop the test.

I. Press the CYCLE soflkey and the following is displayed:

2. From this display you can access setup, start the test or set the speed
parameters.

3. Press SETUP and you are asked to enter highest allowable test deflec-

When cycling between force
points, the stand will continue
to travel until the force point is
EXCEEDED. Stand inertia and
sampling rate may introduce
delays preventingimmediate
stand reversal and causing
loading well above target.
These overtravel effects, i f
undesirable, are reducedat
slower test speeds.

tion, the lowest allowable test deflection, if the test should be based on
deflection, or if the test should be relative the to current position and the
number of cycles desired. Enter 0 to run without cycle limit. Once you
have chosen this, the display returns to the one shown above.
4. Press SPEED to set the crosshead speed in incheslminute. Key in the
speed you want and press ENTER. Display returns to the screen above.

5. Press START and the DTM will start cycling up and down between the
limits you set until you press the STOP softkey.
6. If you want to change the speed of the test during the test, press the
SPEED soflkey and enter a new speed and press ENTER.

7. When you press STOP the display returns to the test selection menu.
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The SPRING soflkey accesses an automated spring test. In this test you set
four points at which force or deflection will be recorded.
SPRING test summary: The
stand will travel to four defined
forces or displacement points
and wiN capture force and
displacement. Upon completion
of the test the WIZARD will
calculate the spring constants
for these points. Calculations
and test data are available for
viewing and RS-232 transmission.

-

When testing based on force
points, the stand will continue
to travel until the force point is
EXCEEDED. stand inertia and
sampling rate may introduce
delays preventing immediate
stand reversaland causing
loading well above target.
These overtravel effects, i f
undesiable, are reduced at
slower test s~eeds.

I

I. Press the SPRING soflkey.

This display below appears showing
three soflkeys--SETUP, START
and BACK.

2. Press the SETUP key.

The following is displayed:

3. Select whether you want the test
based on force or deflection.

Pick deflection if you want the test to
proceed until the deflection reaches
the selected point.
4. Answer FORCE or DEFL by
pressing the F l or FS key
respectively.

Warning
Be sure you remember what
your test i s based on, distance based on relative
position or absolute zero
position. Damage can occur
to test fixture ifthey are
confused.

Pick force if you want the test to
proceed until the unit detects the
selected force.

4a. The display asks if you want the
test run relative to the current
position of the crosshead. . .

4b. Choose YES or NO.

5. If you are testing based on
deflection you need to enter a
distance of travel, then press
ENTER. If you are testing
based on force, enter a force
value, then press ENTER. . .
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If you press DEFL, go to step 4a. If
you press FORCE, got to step 5.

Press YES if you want the deflection
points you choose to be measured
from the crosshead's current position. Press NO if you want the
deflection points you choose to be
based on the absolute zero point of
the crosshead.
The display prompts you to enter the
first test point.

The display prompts you to enter the
second test point.

6. Repeat step 5 for all four test
points.. .

In a spring test the WIZARD
will the crosshead to the usets
value of deflection 50.002
when tests are based on
deflection. A test basedon
force will result in an emwnt of
overshoot related to speed
before stopping or taking its
force measurement.

The display asks if you want to
enable Auto Advance.

7. If you press NO the test will halt
after each test point is passed.

. -- .. --.

--- - - .-

Yo11mlrst
a kav
. nrarr
r.
.. ,tn

continue the test. If you press
YES the test will continue without
The display prompts you to choose a
stopping. Choose one. . .
method of calculating the spring
rnnstant I K I ~

I

8. Press F1 to calculate the K value
by dividing the change in force
by the change in deflection.
Press F5 to calculate the Kvalue
by dividing the force by the
The display prompts you to enter the
deflection.
speed of the test.

On deflection based tests
only: The WIZARD uses linear
interpolationbetweenknown
points to calculate the force at
the user's selected deflection
points

9. Key in the test speed (acceptable
range is in parentheses).
The display returns to the spring test
screen.
10. Press the START key to begin
the test.

II.Press the BACK key to return
to the automated testing screen.

PEEL Test

The PEEL softkey accesses the peel test. When you press the PEEL
softkey the following is displayed:

PEEL test summary: The
stand will travel at adeflned
speed until a desired force,
displacement, or time threshold
is exceeded.
The WIZARD will capture the
minimum force. maximum force
and calculate average force
between two force, displacement, or time thresholds.
Calculation and data are
available for viewing and RS232 transmission.

Peel test based on force

I

1. Press the SETUP softkey. . .

The following is displayed.

I
2. Select the basis for your test;
FORCE. TIME or DEFL.

3. You are prompted to enter the
force start point.
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If you choose FORCE go to step 3.
If you choose TIME, go to step 8. If
you choose DEFL, go to step 11.
The data capture will begin when
this force is reached.
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Key in a value and press ENTER. You are prompted to enter the force
stop point. The data capture will end
when this force is reached.
5. Enter a value and press ENTER.

Auto advance should be
enabled For most typwlpeel
tests.

6. If you press NO the test will halt
afler each test point is passed.
You must press a key to
wntinue the test. If you press
YES the test will wntinue without
stopping. Choose one. . .

7. Key in a speed value and press
ENTER.

Peel test based on time

8. The display prompts you to enter
a start time in seconds.
9. Key in a value and press
ENTER.

The display prompts you to enter a
test speed. Acceptable speed range
is listed in the parentheses.
Display returns to PEEL TESTING.
This is when the data capture of
force and deflection begin.
You are prompted to enter the end
time of the test in seconds. This will
stop the rewrding of force and
deflection.

10. Key in a value and press
ENTER.
Peel test basedon deflection

The display asks if you want to
enable Auto Advance.

Display returns to PEEL TESTING.

II.The display asks ifyou want the

test run relative to the current
position of the crosshead. .

.

12. Choose YES or NO. .

The display prompts you to enterthe
deflection start point. This is the
deflection point at which recording of
force and deflection begins.

13. Enter a distance of travel, then
press ENTER.

WIZARD For-
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Press YES if you want the deflection
points you choose to be measured
from the crosshead's current position. Press NO if you want the
deflection points you choose to be
based on the absolute zero point of
the crosshead.

Manual

You are prompted to enter the
deflection end point. This is the
deflection point at which rewrding
ends.

14. Enter the end point distance and
press ENTER.

15. Choose YES or NO.

16. Key in a speed value and press
ENTER.

I. Press the START softkey when
your test stand is ready for the
test.

1

2

You are prompted to enable or
disable auto advance. If you press
NO the test will halt after each test
point is passed. You must press a
key to continue the test. If you press
YES the test will continue without
stopping.
The display prompts you to enter a
test speed. Acceptable speed range
is listed in the parentheses.
Display returns to PEEL TESTING.

When the test is complete, the
following is an example of the
screen you will see.

Press the STATS softkey to w e
a screen like below.

Average force is the average force
recorded between the user defined
test points.
Maximum f o r m is the maximum
force recorded between the user
defined test points.
Minimum force is the minimum
force recorded between the user
defined test points.
Total distance is crosshead travel
between the start and stop threshold.

I
BACK Softkey

I

3. Press the DATA soflkey to send
the test data through the RS-232
port.

4. Press the GRAPH softkey to w e
a graph of the test data.

The BACK softkey will always take you to the previous display screen.
This completes the DTM WIZARDQapplication section of the manual.
WIZARD Form lndlcator Usefs Manual
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Tension Compression
Machine Application

The Mode switch on the TC2
must be i n the Manual Control
(Center) position.

The WIZARDQwith the Tension Compression Cyclic (TC2)test machine
application can do the following:
sample breaking
cyclic testing
peel testing
spring testing
front panel wntml of TC2operation
Overload reporting
automatic return to test start point
user-configured automatic safety shutoff to protect loadcell
summary graphing of a test
summary printing of graph test points
positional reporting of the crosshead
When you power up the WIZARDBwith the TC2 application the following is
displayed:

This display shows a LB-F readout, the deflection in inches. the application
title (DILLON TC2WIZARD) and five softkey labels.
The four softkeys give you access to the different testing modes, specify
setup parameters, control the TC2, and create reports. Find the function you
wish to perform in the following sections and follow the instructions.

ACTIVE LOADCELL Softke)I

The softkey labeled with the loadcell capacity (500 LB in the above screen)
shows the active loadcell calibration loaded in memory. Insure this agrees
with the loadcell installed. Press this softkey to show the loadcells available
in memory. Any loadcell can be easily selected and automatically loaded by
pushing the appropriate softkey.

SETUP Softkey

One of the first things you need to do is set some operating parameters
under the SETUP softkey.
1. Press SETUP.

The following is displayed:

See Configure Level Settings
section for configuration with
DataPlot software.

This screen prompts you to set the
crosshead testing speed. Acceptable range is shown in the parentheses. Speeds are given in current unit
of deflectionlmin. To calibrate the
deflection speed. use the 555 setup
menu and the DEFL softkey.
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2.

Key in the speed you want and
press ENTER.

The display, shown b l o w , asks you
to set a crosshead return speed.

This is the speed at which the
crosshead will return to its original
position. It uses the same units as
the test speed. Acceptable speed
range is listed in the parentheses.

3. Key in the speed and press
ENTER.

The display, shown below, prompts
you to enter a sample rate between
0 and 60 Hz.

Default value is 5. This is the
capture frequency for test data for
Break, Spring and Peel testing.

4.

Press ENTER to accept current
value or key in a new value and
press ENTER.

The display, shown below, shows
the current capture time limit.

This is the maximum test time based
on memory constraints and the
sample rate you've just chosen.

WIZARD Force lndlcalor Usets Manual
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5. You need to confirm that this is
OK by pressing YES to proceed
or NO to return to the frequency
~rom~t.

ReDeat s t e 4
~ until vou aet a time
you can accept. he folkwing is
displayed:

6. Select YES to enable the
automatic transmission of lest
statistics via the RS-232 port on
the back of the indicator. Select
NO to disable this function.

-

The cmssheadposition of the
DTM while in the setup menu
will be establishedas the
home position. This is the
location that the cmssheadwill
return to after test completions.
The home position may also be
assigned during e zerodisplacement function.

The following is displayed:

7. Set the return time limit in
seconds. Press ENTER to
accept the value. The
recommended value is 3.

If the time needed to return to the
home position IS greater then this
value, the crosshead will return at
the user's selected return speed. If
the time is less than this value, the
indicator overrides the user%return
speed to avoid overshooting the
home position.
The display returns to the main
menu.
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MOVE Softkey

I
I

The M O M softkey accesses manual controls for your TCZ.

I. Press the MOVE softkey.

The following is displayed:

Press UP to move the crosshead up.
Press DOWN to move the crosshead down.
Press STOP to stop the crosshead.
Press SPEED to change the speed at which the crosshead moves.
Enter the number as motor speed and press ENTER. The number you
set here will override the value you set under the SETUP softkey. If you
power down and back up, the setup value will be active again.
Press BACK to return to the previous screen.

The RPRTS (reporb) softkey allows you to view underload (compression
overload) and overload (tension overload) reports.

RPRTS Softkey

(

1. Press the RPRTS softkey.

1

2. Press NEG(-) soflkay to see a
report of underload conditions.

3. Press ESCAPE, ENTER or any
numeric key to return to the
previous display.

4. Press the POS(+) softkey to see
a similar report for overload
conditions.
5. Press ESCAPE, ENTER or any
numeric key to return to the
previous display.
6. Press ESCAPE, ENTER or any
numeric key to return to the
previous display.
7. Press the BACK soflkey to
return to normal display mode.
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The following is displayed:

The report includes the date and
time of the underload as well as the
actual force of the underload and the
value of the Maximum Force Up
parameter.

Calibration Load Softkey

--

,

I

This key displays the capacity of the adwe loadcell. Press it to change the
active capacity calibration.
WIZARDS with one force channel and multiple calibrations will display the
screen shown below. Press the appropriate softkey to adiwate an existing
calibration.

The word CELL in a softkey label, indicates a blank calibration. Valid calibrations will be displayed by their capacity, for example:

1K LB = 1,000 lb cell calibration
250 LB = 250 lb cell calibraiton
The WIZARD can store up to fwe calibrations.
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Press the TEST soflkey to access available test scenarios.

TEST Softkey

1. Press the TEST soflkey. The following is displayed:

n

BREAK Test

2. Press the BREAK soflkey to setup and perform a break test. The
following is displayed:

BREAK test summary: The
stand wiN travel at defined
speed until a defined drop in
force occurs, which indicates
specimen fracture. The stand
will stop and wait for the
operator OK to retum cmsshead to start position
Test date is available for
viewing and RS-232 output

3. Press SETUP to select values for the following:
% drop in force (% of capacity) which will define a break in the sample.
1st Peak % Drop (Oh of capacity) This is always less than % Drop.
Return parameters (Limit switch or Deflection)
Test speed
Compression or tension break mode
The display returns to the one shown above after the last item is set.
4.

The option for return based on
deflection will take the system
back to the user's defined zero
position.

I

When you choose to view the
statistics or the chen the
infonnation is aufomatically
sent through the serial port to a
connectedperipheraldevice
(printer, computer), if print is
enabled.

-

AN information in the chart is
sent to the RS-232 port Ii f
stats are viewed. This can
be captured using a tenninal program such as
hypertenninelin Windows
95, saved as a file and
pulled into a spread sheet to
manipulate the numbers
and graph data.

IG

Press START if you want to run the test and BACK 8 you want to retum
to the test selection menu.
When your part is loaded and you are ready to begin the test, press the
START soflkey. When the percentage drop you set occurs, the TC2will
stop and the display will show a report on the test. The display will then
ask if you want to return the system to the parked position. Choose YES
when you want to retum the crosshead to the starting point or choose
NO leave the crosshead where it is.

5. The following is displayed:

6. Press STATS to see these statistics:

.

1st maximum at x displacement
breaking point at x displacement

I

This information is sent to port
1when viewed, for data

logging purposes.
Press ESCAPE, ENTER or any numeric key to advance to the next
display.
7. Press DATA to send data through Port 1.
WIZARD Force Indicator User's Manual
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8. Press GRAPH to see a graph of the test data on the display. There are
two new softkeys in this display-NEXT and EXIT. Above these keys will
appear a line charting the increasing force experienced by the loadcell
during the test. The width of the screen represents 128 data points. The
system can show up to 3000 data points. To see the next screen press
NEXT. The three numbers at the bonom of the screen represent the
following:
Left number

-

If your data can't be contained on one screen you can
move to the next by using the NEXT key and this
number will tell you which screen your are looking at in
the sequenae.

Middle number
Right number

-

-

This number represents the right most data point
number currently displayed on the screen.
This is how many data points are listed in this test.

Press EXIT to return to the test selection menu.

CYCLE Test
CYCLE test summaryr The
stand will travel between two

232 p& will-transmittest data
and cycle counts for data
loggingpurposes.

When cycling between force
points, the stand will continue
to travel until the force point is
EXCEEDED. Stand inertia and
sampling rate may introduce
delays preventingimmediate
stand reversal and causing
loading well above target.
These overtravel effects, if
undesirable, are reduced at
slower test speeds.

I

This ends the break test section.

I

Access the cycle test with the CYCLE softkey. The cycle test can be used to
repeatedly stress a test object until you stop the test.

I

I.Press the CYCLE softkey and then following is displayed:

2. From this display you can access setup, start the test or set the speed
parameters.
3. Press SETUP and you are asked to enter highest allowable test defleo
tion, the lowest allowable test deflection, if the test should be based on
deflection, or if the test should be relative the to current position and the
number of cycles desired. Enter 0 to run without cycle limit. Once you
have chosen this, the display returns to the one shown above.

4. Press SPEED to set the crosshead speed in incheslminute. Key in the
speed you want and press ENTER. Display returns to the screen above.
5. Press START and the TC2will start cycling up and down between the
limits you set until you press the STOP softkey.
6. If you want to change the speed of the test during the test, press the
SPEED softkey and enter a new speed and press ENTER.

7. When you press STOP the display returns to the test selection menu.
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The SPRING softkey accesses an automated spring test. In this test you set
four points at which force or deflection will be recorded.
spRINGTest
SPRING test summary: The
I. Press the SPRING softkey.
This display below appears showing
stand will travel to four defined
three softkeys--SETUP. START
forces or displacement points
and BACK.
and will capture force and
displacement. Upon completion
of the test the WIZARD will
calculate the spring constants
for these points. Calculations
and test data are available for
viewing and RS-232 transmission.
2. Press the SETUP key.
The following is displayed:

1

When testing basedon force
points, the stand will continue
t
to travel until the force ~ o i nis
EXCEEDED. Stand inertia and
sampling rate may introduce
delays preventing immediate
stand reversaland causing
loading well above target.
These overtravel effects, i f
undesirable, are reducedat
slower test speeds.

I
3. Select whether you want the test
based on force or deflection.

Pick deflection if you want the test to
proceed until the deflection reaches
the selected point.
4. Answer FORCE or DEFL by
pressing the F1 or F5 key
respectively.

Warning
Be sum you remember which
your test Is based on, distance based on relatlve
positlon or absolute zero
positlon. Damage can occur
to test tixture if they are
confused.

Pick force if you want the test to
proceed until the unit detects the
selected force.

4a. The display asks if you want the
test run relative to the current
position of the crosshead.. .

4b. Choose YES or NO. . .

5. If you are testing based on
deflection you need to enter a
distance of travel, then press
ENTER. If you are testing
based on force, enter a force
value, then press ENTER. . .
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If you press DEFL, go to step 4a. If
you press FORCE, got to step 5.

Press YES if you want the deflection
points you choose to be measured
from the crosshead's current position. Press NO if you want the
deflection points you choose to be
based on the absolute zero point of
the crosshead.
The display prompts you to enter the
first test point.

The display prompts you to enter the
second test point.
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6. Repeat step 5 for all four test
points. . .

The display asks if you want to
enable Auto Advance.

7. If you press NO the test will halt
after each test point is passed.
You must press a key to
continue the test. If you press
YES the test will continue without
stopping.
The display prompts you to choose a
method of calculating the spring
constant (K).

In a spring test the crosshead
will move beyond the fesf poinf
before stopping or faking its
deflecfion or force measurement.
Deflection based tests only:
The WIZARD uses linear
interpolationlo calculate the
force between the user's
selecteddeflection points.

8. Press F i to calculate the K value
by dividing the change in force
by the change in deflection.
Press F5 to calculate the K value
by dividing the force by the
deflection.

The display pmrnpts you to enter the
speed of the test.

9. Key in the test speed (acceptable
range is in parentheses).
The display returns to the spring test
screen.

10. Press the START key to begin
the test.

I
PEEL Test

PEEL test summaw: The
stand will travel at adefined
speed until a desired force,
displacement, or time threshold
is exceeded.
The WIZARD will capture the
minimum force, maximum force
and calculate average force
between two force, displacement, or lime thresholds.
Calculafion and data are
available for viewing and RS232 transmission.

Peel test based on force
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11. Press the BACK key to return
to the automated testing screen.

The PEEL soflkey accesses the peel test. When you press the PEEL
softkey the following is displayed:

1. Press the SETUP softkey. . .

2. Select the basis for your test;
FORCE. TIME or DEFL.

3. You are prompted to enter the
force start point.
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The following is displayed.

If you choose FORCE go to step 3.
If you chaose TIME, go to step 8. If
you chwse DEFL, go to step 11.

The data capture will begin when
this force is reached.

4.

Key in a value and press ENTER. You are prompted to enter the force
stop point. The data capture will end
when this force is reached.

5. Enter a value and press ENTER.
6.

Auto advance should be
enabled For most typical peel
tests.

If you press NO the test will halt
afler each test point is passed.
You must press a key to
continue the test. If you press
YES the test will continue without
stopping. Choose one. . .
The display prompts you to enter a
test speed. Acceptable speed range
is listed in the ~arentheses.

7. Key in a speed value and press
ENTER.
Peal test based on time

8. The display prompts you to enter
a start time in seconds.
9. Key in a value and press
ENTER.

Display retums to PEEL TESTING.
This is when the data capture of
force and deflection begin.
You are prompted to enter the end
time of the test in seconds. This will
stop the recording of force and
deflection.

10. Key in a value and press
ENTER.

Peal test based on deflection

The display asks if you want to
enable Auto Advance.

Display retums to PEEL TESTING.

11. The display asks if you want the

test run relative to the current
position of the crosshead. .

.

12. Choose YES or NO.

13. Enter a distance of travel, then
press ENTER.
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Press YES if you want the deflection
points you choose to be measured
from the crosshead's current position. Press NO if you want the
deflection points you choose to be
based on the absolute zero point of
the crosshead.
The display prompts you to enterthe
deflection start point. This is the
deflection point at which recording of
force and deflection begins.
You are prompted to enter the
deflection end point. This is the
deflection point at which recording
ends.

14. Enter the end point distance and
press ENTER.

15. Choose YES or NO.

16. Key in a speed value and press
ENTER.

1. Press the START soffkey when
your test stand is ready for the
test.

2.

You are prompted to enable or
disable auto advance. If you press
NO the test will halt alter each test
point is passed. You must press a
key to continue the test. If you press
YES the test will continue without
stopping.
The display prompts you to enter a
test speed. Acceptable speed range
is listed in the parentheses.
Display returns to PEEL TESTING.

When the test is complete, the
following is an example of the
screen you will see.

Press the STATS softkey to see
a screen like below.

Average force is the average force
recorded between the user defined
test points.
Maximum force is the maximum
force recorded between the user
defined test points.
Minimum force is h e minimum
force recorded between the user
defined test points.
Total distance is crosshead travel
between the start and stop threshold.
3. Press the DATA soltkey to send
the test data through the RS-232
port.
4.

JACK Softkey

1

Press the GRAPH softkey to see
a graph of the test data.

The BACK softkey will always take you to the previous display screen.
This completes the TCZWlZARDB application section of the manual.
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Running Line
~ensiometer(RLT)
Application

I

This section explains the displays and operation of the Running Line Tensiometer (RLT) application. The RLT can measure the length of cable or rope
pulled through it, the speed at which the material is moving
.and the tension
in the material.
When the RLT is connected to the WIZARD@(per instructions that come
with the RLT and the WIZARDB Service ~ a n u a land
) the WlZARDB is
powered up, the display will look something like this example:

Top Une o f Dlsplay is the tension in the material.
Mlddle Llne of Dlsplay is the length of material which has passed through
the RLT.
Bottom Llne of Dlsplay is the current speed of the material through the
RLT per minute
At the bottom of the display are the soflkeys you use with this application.
SETUP softkey

- for setting time and date, report formats, graphing
options, setpoint operation and the gear constant.

PRINT softkey

-

GRAPH soflkey

- for setting up graphing options

DISPLY softkey

for changing the current display fonnat
for viewing print layouts and printing

Each of these softkeys is explained in detail below.

SETUP Softkey

I

I

When you press the SETUP softkay the following is displayed:

- for selling time and date
REPORT soflkey - for setting up the way your reports will print out
GRAPH soflkey - for choosing what type of graph you want displayed (bar

TID softkey

graph or checkweigher style graph)

- for choosing what triggers setpoint operation and when
GCONS soflkey - for setting the gear constant so your speed and distance

SETPT softkey

readings are accurate.
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-

TlD Softkey
Time must be entered in 24
hour clock style. Example:
16:35:45

REPORT Softkey

When you press the TID soflkey the display asks for the hour. Key in the
hour and press ENTER. The display will then ask for minutes, seconds,
month, day, and year. At each prompt, key in the correct value and press
ENTER. The display will return to the SETUP display.

There are seven types of information or formats that the WlZARDQ can
output to your printer or peripheral device. The numbered formats are listed
below:
Format 1
Format 2
Format 3
Format 4
Format 5
Format 6
Format 7

Current Load
Max Load
Distance
Current Speed
Max. Speed
Operator
Date and Time

You can pick which formats to put in up to seven groups (A-G). Press the
REPORT soflkey to define these groups. You will see the display shown
below:

The top line shows you what group is active. In this example it is Group A.
The 2nd and 3rd lines of text show which formats are part of Group A and in
what order they will be output. Press the down arrow key to scroll down
through the list of formats in the Group. Use the u p arrow key to move up
the list.
GROUP key

Press this key to change the active group. The list is A
through G.

EDIT key

Use to edit which formats are in a group. Press this key and
you will see this display:

Key in the format number you want in the 1st position, then
press ENTER or press ENTER without keying in a new
number to move to the 2nd position.
The display will ask for the 2nd format #. Repeat until all the
formats you want are listed. Press ENTER when you are
done and the display will return to the previous display.
Press EXITto return to the Setup display.
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You use the GRAPH soffkey to set up the type of graph you want to view
and what the basis is for the graph. Press the GRAPH sonkey and you will
see this display:

GRAPH Softkey

BAR Soflkey

Press the BAR sonkey to set the basis for a bar graph. You will be given
the choices shown below

Choose if you want the graph based on Distance, Force, or Speed. When
you make that choice the screen will ask you to choose a MIN (Minimum)
and MAX (Maximum) value.

CHECK Soflkey

Press the CHECK sonkey to setup a checkweighing style of graph. This
type of graph shows a minimum, a maximum. an under value and an over
value. The display looks like this when you press the CHECK sonkey:

Choose between Force and Speed as the basis for the graph. When you
make that choice the screen will ask you to set a MIN. (Minimum), an
UNDER, an OVER and a MAX. (Maximum) value.
Press EXIT to return to the Setup display.
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The SETPT soflkey is for setting setpoints. Use setpoints to trigger exterior
devices such as lights, motors, conveyors, etc. When you press the SETPT
soflkey you enter the following menu:

SETPT Softkey
A

1

Setpoint
deactivated

w
v
ABOVE

BELOW

-1

1-

Key In
activation value
in current units

I

Select Deadbation
ABOVE

BELOW

Key In
deactivation value
in current units

I
Select Basls

Setpoint Example:
Suppose you wanted setpoint 1 to turn a light on while you were pulling a
cable at forces between 2000 lbs and 3000 lbs. Below 2000 and above 3000
you want the light off. You need to set the following:
Setpoint 1 -ON
Activate Above - 2000 lbs

-

Deactivate Above 3000 lbs

1

Based on - FORCE
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GCONS Softkey

Use this to set the gear constant for your particular RLT application. This
value is always in inches. Use the fonnula to figure your gear constant or
use the table below for Weigh-Tronix pulleys.

Distance measurement is
based on theoretical travel.
Actual distance may vary due
to friction, slippage, wire
diameter variations, bending
and other conditions. The gear
constant can be adjusted
proporiionallyto compensate.

Figure 9
Pulley cross section
XxD
Gear Constant = tooth count
D is the Rope Pitch Diameter = Tread Diameter + Rope Diameter

(Inches)

8.875"

9.375
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+
1

Tread
Diameter

1

Tooth
Count

I

Gear
Constant
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Press the DISPLAY soflkey to scroll the display through all the available
display modes. These are listed below:

DISPLAY Softkey
n

Distance. Speed and Force display
Distance display
Ft.lMin display
I
I

PRINT Softkey

LB-F display
Force and Distance display

Use the PRINT sonkey to display the following:

PRINT

Does the same as the DATA SEND key-sends the formatted
output to a peripheral device.

NAME

Brings up this screen so you can enter an operator name:

Use the CHR up arrow key to scroll through the alphabet. The
CHR down arrow key scrolls the opposite direction. The BKSP
key moves the cursor to the left and erases any letter there. The
ADV key moves the cursor to the next position to the right.

GROUP

Press this to temporarily display which print group is active and
what formats are in that group.

EXIT

Press this to return the display to the beginning screen.

MORE

Press this to view the contents of the active print group.
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The yellow keys on the WIZARD have different than normal functions when
the RLT application is in use. These functions are:

SELECT

Scrolls through the available display modes.

UNITS

Accesses a submenu from which you can select units for
force or deflection.

DATA SEND

Causes the active group to be output to a connected
peripheraldevice.

PEAKIRESET Displays current maximum speed or maximum form
ZERO

Lets you choose to zero distance or force or both.
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The following are multi-scale displays. If all
the lines are not used for scales, they are
available for Basic text. #34 8 35 are small
basic text. #36 837 are large basic text.

ndicator Usets Manual
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flTo find the best settings for your filter needs, follow the steps listed
below.
1. What to Do: Determinethe amount of positive and negative force
exerted by the vibration on the loadcell.
How to Do It: Set Threshld to 0.0, Constant to OFF, and Samples
to Average to 1.0 A-Ds. Return to weigh mode and observe the
force swings. Record the difference between the highest and
lowest displayed force values. Add 30 to 50% to this value. This is
a good starting value for the Threshld setting. Do not set your
indicator to this value until told to in step 7.
2. Setting the Average to higher values increases the filtering effect.
What to Do: Set Threshld to 0.0, Constant to OFF and Samples to
Average to 15.0 A-Ds. Check the stability of the loadcell.
How to Do It: Save changes and exit to normal force mode.
Obsewe the Center of Zero light. If it is on all the time your loadcell
is stable within % division. If the Center of Zero light blinks more
filtering is required. Go to step 3.
3. Repeat step 2 but increase the Samples to Average by 15.0 A-Ds.
Keep repeating steps 2 and 3 until the loadcell is stable or you've
tried the entire range of Samples to Average (60 A-Ds). If the
loadcell is still not stable go to step 4.
4. Setting the Constant to higher values increases the filtering effect.

What to Do: Set Threshld to 0.0. Constant to 1.0 and Samples to
Average to 60 A-Ds. Check the stability of the loadcell.
How to Do It: Save changes and exit to normal force mode.
Obsewe the Center of Zero light. If it is on all the time your loadcell
is stable within %division. If the Center of Zem light blinks more
filtering is required. Go to step 5.
5. Repeat step 4 but increase the Constant by 1.0. Keep repeating
steps 4 and 5 until the loadcell is stable or you've tried the entire
range of Constant (lo). If the loadcell is still not stable, decrease
your display update rate and start over at step 1 using the new.
slower display rate.
6. Afler the Constant value is established you may wish to lower the
Samples to Average value to improve display response time.
7. ARer a final value for Constant and Samples to Average has been
set, enter the Threshld value established in step 1. If this value is
too small your loadcell will a d as if the filtering is off or not working.
Increase the Threshld value until your loadcell stabilizes.

If the Threshld value is too high your loadcell will react slowly to
force changes.
When Harmonizer is properly adjusted the loadcell will be stable at
zero and will rapidly display a stable test force value.
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3

Below is an illustration of the loadcell interface cable and a table of pin
assignments.

Loadcell Interface
Cable (7-pin connector)

G

Four Pin Connector

I

rn
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+Excitation
+Signal
-Excitation
-Sense
+ Sense
Ground

Receive
Transmit
Clear to Send
Chassis Grnd
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A
A
A
Warning

Force Measurement testing can be extremely dangerous. Large amounts of energy can be
stored in the sample tested and can cause injury or death during sample fracture or
sample ejection. Use safety protection equipment to eliminate this risk!

Warning

Never stick fingers, arms, etc between the crosshead and base plate when crosshead is in
motion! Never touch the test sample when the crosshead is in motion!

7

Warning

Dangerous loading potential exists if the fixtures attached to the crosshead and base are
allowed to contact. Insure the travel limits are set so the fixtures cannot contact!

Warning
Test stands can operate below audible levels and can cause extensive equipment damage
without noticel Never leave a test stand while the crosshead is moving1 Always remove
power to the test machine when done testing!

A
Warning

T'ever touch the cable that is moving through the Running Line Tensiometer (RLT)
72
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